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CONTEXT 

Working with Cedars-Sinai, the goal of EndHPV 
is to develop an inclusive, robust HPV (Human 
papillomavirus) campaign for LGBTQIA+ youth 
in Los Angeles. The campaign, created in a time 
of social distance and remote communication, 
seeks to provide clear, informed resources for its 
target audience.

TIMELINE

Much of the 14 week TDS explored these themes 
in the classroom. However, with the shifts caused 
by Covid-19, the Fellowship switched gears from 
a print based campaign for public spaces, to a 
comprehensive digital platform.



RESEARCH

The EndHPV Campaign began as a way to 
serve the need for inclusive resources and 
factual information around HPV. Many myths, 
fears, and items of misinformation prevented 
early action and care for youth and young 
adults who actually need the vaccine the most.

Lack of information about the vaccine and 
targeted messaging limited the access for 
individuals to receive the care they needed. 
In the case of youth under the age of 18, 
parents may assess the need to receive the 
HPV vaccine base on individuals’ sex assigned 
at birth. In the past, communication efforts 
focused on individuals’ who identified with their 
sex assigned at birth as female. 

SPEAKERS

During the class, we had guest 
speakers and field trips to provide 
context and resources.

+ LA LGBT Center
+ Trans Wellness Center
+ LGBT Historian



RESEARCH

A thorough action plan outlines the community 
served through this campaign and its outlets



STRATEGY

EndHPV seeks to be a more informed platform that moves 
the conversation around from sex assigned at birth, and 
opens it up for the age range who should be receiving 
the care, regardless of sex. Another example of need in 
communications is the myth that receiving a vaccine related 
to sexually transmitted diseases will encourage the youth to 
be more sexually involved. EndHPV aims to dismantle this 
belief by providing factual and reliable studies, information, 
and statistics.

Success is measured by the amount of traffic EndHPV 
receives as a campaign, and ultimately how many people 
receive the HPV vaccine.

As the campaign developed during the Covid-19 pandemic, 
the strategies focus on the web and social media platforms, 
which can spread the message most effectively.



STRATEGY

Target Audience:
The primary target audience is LGBTQIA+ youth in the age 
range of 13–25. The largest selection of resources on the 
EndHPV website is directly dedicated toward this group. 
Being aware of HPV and the vaccine as early as possible can 
encourage formative behavior and prevent cancers later on.

The secondary target audience is parents who have children 
in the primary demographic. Many of the youth are unable 
to take themselves to clinics, and rely on their parents for 
transportation, support, and insurance/financial reasons. 
Managing the education and information that parents receive 
about HPV is crucial.

Another demographic that the EndHPV platform serves are 
the clinics and partner organizations that can further their 
outreach and HPV research.



PLATFORMS

+ Website
+ Instagram
+ Incentives



WEBSITE

The EndHPV website is the primary touchpoint for users, 
especially during Covid-19.

Success will be tracked through amount of traffic to the site. 
Using web analytic platforms, such as Google Analytics, we 
can see how users are using the site, and accessing through 
which channels.

The URL, (suggesting endhpv.org) being concise will be easy 
to display on a variety of social media and printed resources.
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Ending HPV

Let’s Tglk About

We hgve resources gbout  HP, the vgccine 

for it, gnd how to be gn gctive member in the 

End HP movement!

We’re here to gnswer your Óuestions gbout 

concerning your youthV Legrn how you cgn 

best support them for their  HP vgccineV

There gre so mgny wgys for you (yes, you!) 

to get involved gnd join the fght ggginst  HPV

Whgt is  HP
 Find your Clinic Tgke Action

Legrn *ore Legrn *ore Legrn *ore

LEARN MORE

About EndHPV

Contact

JOIN US

For You

For Your ParentK

For CcinicK

Youth Ambassadors

RESOURCES

What is HPV?

Get Vaccinated

Take Action

ResourceK

Get in Touch

Sign up for our newsletter →

Get in TouchResourcesWhgt is  HP
 Get Pgccingted Get in TouchTgke Action

WEBSITE



SOCIAL MEDIA

The EndHPV social media is the touchpoint for users who are 
not directly exposed to the site. 

Success will be tracked through amount of engagement from 
followers and nonfollowers. Being reposted by other accounts, 
such as partners, will grow the awareness of the account.

The handle, (suggesting @endhpv) will carry consistency 
through the rest of the campaign.



SOCIAL MEDIA
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INCENTIVES

To keep motivation strong for each of the three vaccines, there 
are incentives for receiving each one as part of this campaign.

 1.  T-shirt
 2. Totebag
 3. Temporary Tattoos

In addition, there are outreach materials such 
as fans, face masks, and popsockets, etc.



INCENTIVES
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INCENTIVES

Tie Dye with Pride!

RECEIVE YOUR T-SHIRT
Let’s EndHPV! What represents you?

CHOOSE YOUR COLORS
Make it your own!

DYE YOUR T-SHIRT
Wear with Pride!

@EndHPV
endhpv.org

WAIT FOR IT TO DRY



INCENTIVES



REFLECTION

The experience of working with the Cedars-Sinai 
team on developing this digital forward campaign 
was incredibly insightful and educational.

I learned a lot about the process of creating 
materials that speak to the user, and the process 
of getting them made. Working remotely, the 
challenges of creating content to serve the 
audience were tackled through research and 
strategy. The design needed to address a bold, 
colorful community of young adults and boost 
easily digestible scientific resources. The 
phenomenon of Instagram-driven resources 
reached popularity during the development of 
this campaign was interesting to see arise.
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